
 

Energy and 
Environmental Policy 

 

As the professional body for those working in energy, the Energy Institute plays a 

leading role in supporting the global transition to a low carbon economy. Through 

Chartered Energy Manager and Chartered Environmentalist professional 

registrations, our related training portfolio and extensive network of energy 

professionals, we are uniquely positioned to make energy and environmental 

management better understood, implemented and valued globally. 

We recognise that with this comes an obligation to lead by example by using energy 

and resources in an efficient and sustainable manner wherever we operate. We are 

also committed to providing a comfortable environment to help our staff and 

volunteers provide the best services possible. 

Consistent with the wider objectives of the EI, and the resources available, the EI 

aims to: 

• incorporate energy and environmental management into EI strategies, 

policies and operational procedures 

• continuously improve the way energy and resources are used and managed 

at 61 New Cavendish Street, London 

• identify a prioritised list of activities or projects to form an energy and 

environmental management plan 

• set up a science-based target and a strategy for tacking its greenhouse 

gas emissions in line with the UK’s 2050 net zero target 

• educate all staff members and raise awareness about the benefits of using 

energy and materials more efficiently, within the workplace and in the wider 

community 

• maintain an appropriate level of knowledge and skills amongst relevant staff 

members by utilising Energy Institute energy management training programmes 

and resources 

• maintain a good level of detail and transparency of reporting on energy 

consumption patterns and carbon emissions 

• support the purchase of energy efficient and environmentally friendly products and 
services 

• promote more energy efficient travel and transport patterns to minimise 
environmental impact 

• establish and support an internal energy and environment working group to 

support implementation of this policy 

• engage effectively with our network of professional members and topic experts to 

support our efforts 

• show active Leadership commitment towards meeting the energy and 

environmental policy aims 
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